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The Editors Department
Diana  Mocanu X A
Vlad  Angheluș X A
Tudor Onofrei X A
Radu Damian X A
Andreea  Vînă X A
Cătălin Chiriac X A
Mihai  Zaharia X A
Andrei  Dascălu X A
Roxana Mihai X A
Blăjuț Cristin X A

DTP & Layout Department
Clara Sima X A
Teodor Mihai Zaharia X A
Catalin Chiriac X A
Andrei Dascalu X A
Tudor Onofrei X A
Radu Damian X A
Inculeț Bogdan X A
Inculeț Alexandru X A
Vlad  Angheluș X A

The Redactors Department
Andreea  Vînă X A
Diana Mocanu X A
Maria  Leuciuc X A
Tudor Onofrei X A
Mirabela X A
Bianca Bădărău X A
Alexandra Ioan X A
Sara Güzel X A
Mirabela Gribincea X A
Andreea Olaru X A
Pricop Ana X A
Ungureanu Daria X A

Chief coordinator
Cornelia-Livia Sârghie 

The Adaptation and  
Spelling Department
Maria  Leuciuc X A
Radu Damian X A
Ștefana Revei X A
Daria Ungureanu X A
Andrei Dascălu X A
Bianca Bădărău X A
Alexandra Ioan X A
Diana Simon X A

The Photographers Department
Cătălina  Ivașcu X A
Ștefana Revei X A 
Alexandra Ioan X A
Valentina Tudose X A
Alexandru Inculeț X A
Bogdan Inculeț X A
Andrei Inculeț X A
Cătălina Răduțu X A

The Graphics and Design Departament
Irina  Olariu X A
Clara  Sima X A
Ana Pricop X A
Ecaterina  Vlasie X A
Andreea Olaru X A
Mihaela Cebotar X A
Alexandra Cărpușor X A
Ștefana Revei X A
Andrei Dascălu X A
Andreea Ursache X A
Valentina Todosi X A
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“I like to travel to different countries, to see many places, different people and to 
be able to get more information about other people’s lifestyle.”

 Inculeț Alexandru X A CNER

“I like to travel to know different people from different countries. I like to be 
around people who can teach me interesting things.”

Olaru Andreea and  Pricop Ana X A CNER

“I would like to become a skilled computer science engineer, because computer 
science is one of my passions.

I would also like playing football as Jamie Vardy did” 

Angheluș Vlad X A CNER

“I would like to become a physician or a computer science engineer. I would like 
to be a good person and to be helpful to others.”

Blăjuț Cristin X A CNER

I would like....
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“I would like a world where people are honest, kind and take into consideration 
other people’s opinions and unit in order to create a better world.”

Gribincea Mirabela X A CNER

“I would like a world where there is more tolerance and without terrorists, 
violence, a world where people are honest, encouraged by great ideas, where 
the students are being encouraged to have better visions and ideals.”

Dascălu Andrei X A CNER

“I would like to study architecture, because I love painting and I am skilled in 
painting. I also love to communicate with people, to be helpful”

Vlasie Ecaterina X A CNER

“I would like to contribute as much as a person can to build a better world, to 
contribute to the process of developing a domain that can help other people’s 
well being (for example I would like to be a doctor who is dedicated to the 
others).”

Mocanu Diana X A CNER
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”I would like to become a diplomate, because it would mean to take in so much 
knowledge from all over the world and not just a few countries. It would also 
mean to know better some cultures, to discover their values, their traditions and, 
sometimes, even their lives”. 

Maria Leuciuc X A CNER

”I would like to study psychology, because people are „a big part of my heart” and 
every time I help them I help myself. Human beings are very complex and they 
have a variety of feelings (love, hate, anger, sadness, disappointment, disgust, 
compassion) and sometimes these emotions get mixed up and so they could 
confuse people, making them restless, unsecure about themselves. So I would 
like to help them overcome such experiences. People allways have thought that 
I am an empathic person, that I like to help others. So, I think that becoming a 
psychologist as „ my cup of tea”, it would also mean my complex evolution from 
a teenager to the mature that I want to become”.

Catalina Radutu X A CNER

”I would like a world without discrimination”. 

Stefana Revei X A CNER

”I would like to have more opportunities to accumulate knowlwdge by traveling 
in Europe”.

Irina Olariu X A CNER

”I would like to have access to information, because I know that information is 
power. I would also like to apply strategies, to have access to know-how, because 
I know this is a way to progress”. 

Radu Damian X A CNER
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I think of a Europe…
”I think of a Europe where safety of its citizens is put first, where terrorism is like 
a faraway nightmare, that it is just a bad dream and not an ugly reality”. 

Radu Damian X A CNER

”I think of the most sincere and the most open-mind policy on connections 
between people. I would also like people to be open-minded on  other’s talents 
and passions even though I know that some people have difficulties in accepting 
or just imagining that they could make a living from that”. 

Irina Olariu X A CNER

”I think of a Christian Europe, where love between citizens is put first, where 
indifference is rare and where kindness and real communication would be found 
at every turn”. 

Catalina Radutu X A CNER
”I think of a Europe which no pollution. Therefore every country could have a 
special day week in which a citizen would be forbidden to use a personal vehicle 
and it would have to use either  public transportation or a personal bicycle”.

Stefana Revei X A CNER

”I think of a Europe with no discrimination, where people can walk down the 
street without any fear, where people from different nations can coexist”. 

Maria Leuciuc X A CNER
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The rise of a new generation
   Vînă Andreea Mădălina
   CNER X A

We, the youth of Europe, wish to 
be able to take part in the always 
changing process of making the world 
a better place, we wish to feel satisfied 
by the knowledge that we have done 
something  for our future, that we 
haven’t let life just pass on by . 

We are aware of the fact that the 
values and the traditions of each 
and every nation are important and 
that we have to accept others as they 
are, we have to learn to appreciate 
their uniqueness and not condemn 
them for it. The people who are open 
minded have the most to gain in life 
because they have access to other’s 
mentalities and they can see the best 
of what everybody has to offer. We, 
the ones that represent the future, 

love tolerance and we try with every 
day that passes to be more and more 
understanding with those around us, 
because under the mask that some 
wear can hide a story that is worth 
listening to. To have the chance at a 
better future we have to want to say 
”NO” to violence and discrimination. 

We consider that diversity and the 
desire to change something are things 
that are essential for all of us to have, 
because if we expect others to change 
but we ourselves do nothing about it, 
than all of this is for nothing. 

We want to build a better Europe 
with solid ideals in which we believe, 
ideals we are willing to fight for. We 
believe in the future of Europe, this 
old, old continent, which was seen for 
hundreds of years by the world as a 
place where morality is at home and 
culture never dies. We love Europe 
and everything it represents and we 
wish to build a finer world for those 
who have yet to come.

Also, we are interested in respecting 
the rights of the European citizens, 
essential things being freedom, 
equality, communication between 
people, tolerance and love for one 
another.   We dare to dream of the 
day when all of this will become true, 
we want to keep the fire that is in our 
veins kindled, fire which gives us the 
strength to continue to try and make 
our dream come true. The question is 
how can we make it no longer a dream 
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but a reality? We can do it by having 
an initiative and materializing it in 
beautiful things, collaborating with 
those around us, being enthusiastic, 
having the drive to work and the 
most important of them all is to be 
confident that we can make a change.

   Mihai Teodor Zaharia
   CNER X A

We are the new generation of Europe 
in which everyone has great hopes 
that will solve the society’s problems. 
I think that we, as we didn’t feel the 
communism, weren’t frightened by 
wars and we were born, of course, in 
the best point in which humanity has 
ever been that we can solve worldwide 
problems like poverty and corruption 
which have not been resolved yet by 
past generations. We can and I think 
we will rise beyond our predecessors 
and help the development of the 
society like nobody did.
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What is....

What is EU going to look like in the 
future? Hypothetically, Europe is 
supposed to become a powerful 
continent. There are great expectations 
laying ahead of this and the future 
generation. The upper hand aspires to 
the development of the areas which 
lead to improvement, which makes 
Europe reach the first place in the 
world charts and that makes Europe 
recognisable and powerful. What is 
the future of Europe? There can be 
foreseen a bright future built by clever 
and educated people, people who 
are still learning, people who involve 
themselves in beneficial activities and 
projects, people who contribute to the 
good of their community. People are 
the future only if they are educated. 
In order to achieve something great 
in life you need education, culture, 
integrity, and Europe is just the right 
place to absorb all the knowledge 
you need, to see with your own eyes 

some of the most important cultural 
monuments, to improve and surpass 
yourself. 

Education is a force that shapes the 
union, is the key that unlocks millions 
of possibilities and gives you the 
power to apply them all. It develops 
a perspective of looking at life. It 
helps us form opinions and develop 
a point of view. It teaches us to learn 
from experience. It makes us self-
confident, and develops our abilities 
to think, analyze, and judge. Education 
cultivates us into mature individuals 
that are capable of planning for the 
future, and taking the right decisions 
in life. In a single fraise, it builds 
our character. But education is not 
limited just to what is provided by 
an institution, learning is a lifelong 
process. The future of Europe is 
supposed to be bright, to be great, but 
it only depends on the ones who lead 
it .

   Mihai Roxana and 
   Cărpușor Alexandra
   CNER X A
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We live in a world in which things 
come and go, and in which we should 
take nothing for granted, especially 
our future. We can’t jeopardize it and 
let it in the hands of fate. The logical 
course of action is to make sure we 
take control of our lives.

A flourishing future requires hard-
work and dedication, as day-to-day 
living means day-to-day learning, and 
even though we live in a world that is 
beyond our control, we are the ones 
in charge of making it better. But in 
our opinion, we can’t have an actual 
influence in the world without proper 
education and learning.

During your lifetime you try to find 
out the definition of learning, and find 
too many, but we think that this is a 
relevant one: the process that leads 
to change, which occurs as a result of 
experience and increases the potential 
of improved performance and future 
learning. Since education is always 
somewhat biased, depending on 
where a person is educated and who 
is doing the educating, education can 
steer the minds of people, especially 
youth, towards certain directions.

Just take a second to think about a 
good learning experience of your 
own, and what it was that made that 
a good learning experience. As you 
gain knowledge and experience, 
new doors also open up for you, new 
opportunities come to you and the 
effort you put in learning pays off.

We are lucky that we have the benefit 
of a formal education, because there 
are people that don’t have the same 
chances, and therefore, don’t have 
the possibility to accomplish their 
dreams. It might sound cliché, but 
knowledge really is power.

Also, young people have to learn, 
adopt, and embrace the ways of the 
future. Now, with the development 
of technology, young children know 
things that even adults have a difficult 
time understanding, since they were 
born before the technology was as 
advanced as it is now.

We, as youth are a bridge between the 
past and the future and we should do 
our best to find the right direction so 
we can positively serve our purpose 
as the link in between. We have the 
chance to change the world today, 
and most importantly, tomorrow.

 Beginning tomorow
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   Ungureanu Daria
   Todosi  Valentina
   CNER X A
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You First

A better planet means better people. 
What can I do to make people around 
me kinder?                                                      

We all have to find in ourselves the 
brighter parts, the most beautiful 
thoughts and to highlight just the 
good things. It’s easy to say and hard 
to do, I know, but we need to take all 
this step by step. You have to stop 
being rude to other people and try 
to help them, you have to stop being 
lazy and read and learn more. Don’t 
let yourself be intimidated by other 
people. Put yourself first and have 
faith that you can do anything you set 
your mind up to.

I have a lot of ideas for my future. I 
want to become a doctor, to help other 
people and to have a beautiful family. 
For this, now, I’m studying hard, I’m 
working a lot, I’m volunteering, I’m 
looking for the best universities and 
I’m getting involved in international 
projects. I’m trying to do my best 

ESSAY

   Bădărau Bianca
   CNER X A

because I know I can. I’m capable of 
doing a lot of incredible things. We 
all are, but first we have to find a 
motivation.

This motivation is in all of us, not 
somewhere outside. We don’t have to 
do good things for small rewards like 
grades, money ore some things that 
don’t even really count. We have to 
do things because we want to become 
better, to make our lives more fulfilled.

I believe in change and I know we can 
do this. Now it’s your turn! Do you 
believe in yourself?
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The future is Us

In an upside down world, where 
people can be easily influenced and 
manipulated, lays the hope of the 
future generations to create a better 
world.

Our parents lived in the 20th century. 
The 21th century came along with too 
many changes and too late for their 
generation to be the one to act and 
contribute to the changes. We are 
taught to believe that we can change 
the world and we are encouraged to 
act, but not only these. We actually 
have to build a better world. 

In my opinion, we are able to carry out 
this task, we deserve this legacy not 
only from our parents, but from our 
grandparents. 

A persuasive argument is that in the 
days of the 21st century are created 
various possibilities for teenagers. 
They are shaped and taught to succeed 
in life. A concrete example would be 
the MUN conferences. 

IasiMUN isn’t just a conference where 
the resolutions are debated. IasiMUN 
is an ideal way of development. You 
discover yourself, become more 
capable and so you succeed in 
improving yourself. 

You learn to be a better person or at 
least equal to yourself. Also, IasiMUN 
helps teenagers discover new 
passions, to learn and widen their 
horizons. 

I do believe that, indeed, the IasiMUN 
experience prepares teenagers for 
a bright future. It trains them for the 
moment when they will face real 
problems, it helps them find solutions, 
to debate them and apply them. It 
teaches them to have an organised 
lifestyle, knowing how to combine 
work with relaxation. 

The most important thing for the 
future of every person is to have 
integrity, dignity and grit. If we are 
led by serious people who aspire to 
give us a vision of a good and healthy 
future, if we are willing to listen and 
follow them, if there exists a piece 
of ambition or will inside ourselves, 
then I genuinely believe that we could 
change the world. The future is us!

ES
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   Cărpusor Alexandra
   CNER X A
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Youth

Youth is a bridge between the past 
and the future. Whether the bridge 
is a safe, firm one or not depends on 
the materials from which it is built: 
society, education and opportunity.  
We tend to aim higher and higher 
everyday, pushing ourselves to be 
better, ”aiming our arrows at the sun”- 
as Jim Morrison once said. An arrow 
will always be dragged backwards in 
order to aim higher, so in order to get 
to a specific point, take things as they 
come first.

I believe that education could steer 
people’s minds, especially  the minds 
of the young and naive. Knowledge 
affects a person’s point of view and 
may even determine the personal 
development of someone, since it 
could reinforce on one’s beliefs. Also, 
the views of a culture shows a person’s 
interest for the past- in order to move 
on to the future, you should know your 
past end improve. The youthfulness is 
the time to live, leaving the worries 

ESSAY

   Güzel  Sara Irem
   CNER X A

behind, but it is also the time to learn: 
learn about yourself, learn about your 
culture and about your surroundings. 

People often say that youth is „the 
spring of life”. As a young person, 
you have all the chances to improve 
yourself, to aim as high as you can 
imagine and to reach that point. It is a 
time to laugh, to love, to dream and to 
achieve. We, as the youth, are the ones 
to take a stand in the future of our 
society-the future of Europe-because 
it is in our hands. Through open minds, 
knowledge and authentic ideas we 
can make Europe a better place to live 
in. Youth is the time to bloom, that’s 
why they call it the spring. Learning 
about our rights, our actual problems, 
our history- this is going to make a 
change in the society: understanding 
where the problem is and making a 
change for the better, solving it. We, 
the youth, will be empowered to make 
changes for the better, for tomorrow’s 
Europe.
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(“Who searches for themselves finds 
the world. Who searches for the world 
finds themselves” – Octavian Paler)

Self-knowledge refers to knowledge 
of one’s own sensations, thoughts, 
beliefs, and other mental states. It 
helps you develop your potential, 
to identify obstacles, resources and 
opportunities. You can be at harmony 
with yourself and others and find out 
what is it that they really value. With 
the help of self-knowledge you learn 
how to develop your creativity and 
spontaneity, but you also discover 
yourself and those around you.

Our life is an endless journey; it is 
like a broad highway that extends 
infinitely into the distance and this 
journey consists of constant ups and 
downs, but in the end you can only say 
that it was a beautiful path, one that 
every one of us has the opportunity 
to travel. More simply put, life is the 
process of getting to know yourself, 
the lane to the inner selves that 

everybody has to take at least once in 
their lives.

In spite of all this, many spend a big 
part of their lives going further and 
further away from their spirit, their 
core and they denature the idea of 
self-knowledge just because they 
don’t know who they truly are. 

Many people end up feeling 
restless and in their quest of finding 
themselves they eventually begin 
to travel around the world in hope 
of finding what they seek. So, they 
discover lands, countries and cultures, 
yet they cannot find themselves, only 
parts of who they truly are, glimpses 
of their inner selves in other people, 
in their behaviour, because no matter 
how hard you search the world, it 
will never be the place where your 
hole true self resides. That place is 
within yourself and yet one can say 
that who searches for the world finds 
themselves and who searches for 
themselves finds the world. 

Finding the sense
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   Leuciuc Maria
   CNER X A
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Freedom’s choice

Nowadays we all talk about freedom 
of choice and consider it a blessing, 
a right we deserve as human beings. 
Let’s take a view on some examples 
showing that freedom of choice is 
not something we really choose. We 
are free to choose our interests and 
future, free to choose our own religion, 
a political government, even our own 
name. But how many people do really 
exercise these rights? I don’t know 
exactly the number, but for sure there 
is a great percent of us who don’t do 
this. They either don’t have an interest 
to change something or they are afraid 
to do this. 

I have already said that we are free to 
choose our future. Our society offers us 
this chance, but there are people, living 
on the Earth, with no right to choose a 
profession for themselves, not even a 
wife or a husband. Thinking about this 
should give us a great feeling. As far 
as we have the possibility to choose 
for ourselves we have to realize the 
magnitude of the fact and appreciate 
it. Unfortunately, not all the people 
are able to do a profession they want. 
Many times they follow a career just 
because their family wants them to 
do it, or because it is said to be a good 
one. 

The freedom to choose a political 
government is a right hard to 
understand and explain nowadays. 
We do have this right, we do have the 
opportunity to vote and choose people 
to lead us. But many of us don’t do 
this? Why? Because they don’t know 

who are those people running for 
office, don’t want them or just because 
they consider this act useful and prefer 
to stay home and wait for the others to 
decide their future. And this is a very 
sad fact. Our grandparents have fought 
for us to have this possibility and we 
are conscious of it’s importance. Of 
course I’m not talking generally, but 
that percentage of people disappoints 
me.

What if we wouldn’t have the freedom 
to choose? I would like to see this 
happening for a period of time just 
to see how people react and I am 
sure that they would realize how 
fortunate they are to be able to do so. 
Without freedom of choice, generally 
speaking, they would feel they don’t 
have freedom of all. It has to be very 
difficult not to follow your dreams, vote 
however you want and do many other 
things. This freedom means of course 
that people should have discernment 
to make an important decision and this 
is why they are educated. 

All in all I strongly believe that 
freedom of choice is more important 
than many people think. And I would 
initiate some projects in order to make 
them conscious of this right and its 
importance in the society.

ESSAY

   Ivașcu Cătălina
   CNER X A
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The eye is a complex optical 
system which collects light from 
the surrounding environment and 
regulates its intensity through a 
diaphragm, focuses it through an 
adjustable assembly of lenses to form 
an image, converts this image into a 
set of electrical signals and transmits 
these signals to the brain through 
complex neural pathways that 
connect the eye via the optic nerve 
to the visual cortex and other areas of 
the brain. I am not going to talk about 
those types of eyes though. I want to 
talk about the eyes with which we see 
the world in its complexity.

The beauty is in the eyes of the 
beholder. Each person sees the world 
after its uniqueness. The opinion that 
you have about a matter or the way 
that you look at it usually depends on 
the angle from which you are viewing 
it. Sometimes we may be so caught 
up in something that we need other 

opinions to help us see a situation 
clearly.

How do I see the world? I don’t know 
exactly, sometimes in white and 
sometimes in black, but never in grey. 
Because in this society you can be 
good or bad, beautiful or ugly, clever 
or stupid, never both, but remember 
that the beauty is in the eye of the 
beholder. But, in truth, many ideas of 
“good” are neither actually universal 
nor incontestable. It would be wholly 
possible to assemble large groups of 
impressive people who would take 
quite contrary

view. Everyone can see the world 
through

their own eyes and there is nothing 
wrong with that. As well as our eyesare 
different, our mind is too.

“Since we cannot change the reality, 
let us change the eyes which see the 
reality” ( Nikos  Kazantakis).

World… through the  
eyes of a teenager
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   Ursache Andreea
   CNER X A
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Spring Day

Every year, on the 9th of May it is all 
about Europe and its most significant 
values – peace and unity. This special 
day calls up the European citizens 
to spread the word about the real 
meaning of “union” and it also 
connects people from all around the 
continent, by leaving behind the idea 
of borders and political views. The 
students of our school strongly share 
the values of the European Union, so 
in the spirit of the anthem “Ode to joy” 
we do some great things to celebrate 
properly the prosperity of Europe.    

Usually, about a month before the 
festivity, each middle and high school 
class randomly picks a country that’s 
member of the EU and the students 
take the responsibility to proudly 
represent that country and to highlight 
to most specific aspects of it. Using 
information from different sources, 

ESSAY

   Răduțu Cătălina
   CNER X A

but also their general knowledge and 
a lot of creativity, they manage to 
surprise year after year with amazing 
promoting ideas.  

The first time our class experienced 
this project, we got Cyprus. We didn’t 
know a lot about the country, so to be 
honest we weren’t very excited about 
it at the beginning. But while getting 
ourselves informed and finding out 
more and more interesting things 
about this country island, we started 
to really enjoy it.  

We were very well organized: we split 
into teams and shared the tasks that 
we had to accomplish. Everybody 
took very seriously their assignments 
concerning domains like traditional 
gastronomy and beverages, 
advertising, graphic design, trading 
strategies, technique issues and so 
on. 
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It was raining heavily in the day 
of the event, so unfortunately our 
manifestations couldn’t take place in 
the school yard, as we would’ve liked 
to. In this conditions, we had to make 
some changes of our plans, so we 
reorganized in our classroom, where 
we managed to give a perfect shape 
of our ideas of representing Cyprus. 
During the breaks we invited teachers 
and students from other classes to 
come and see our products and buy 
whatever they liked. We also visited 
the other classrooms, where we 
admired the work of our colleagues, 
we shared advertising flyers and 
even presented some of the things 
that we were selling to those that 
couldn’t make it to our classroom. 
The purpose was to sell as much as 
possible of what we prepared, so we 
could buy some new speakers for our 
classroom’s computer.

 Walking on the school corridors, we 
made ourselves remarked with the 
t-shirts that we were wearing, that 
had printed on them the name of our 
class and the country that we were 
representing.    

In the end, we’ve been awarded for our 
work and we got the second place for 
“Image”. We cherish this award a lot, 
as it is the result of our dedication to 
this project and good communication 
between us. It gave us a boost to trust 
ourselves more and to be better the 
next year. Moreover, we didn’t get 
only a pair of speakers, but we also 
got to know each other more and we 
straightened the bonds between us, 
which was the biggest benefit of all 
the effort. 

The 9th of May was a wonderful day, 
as all the school was overwhelmed 
with a festive spirit. After this event 
I can say that we learned more 
about unity and being a team, which 
actually represents the virtues that 
this festivity is inspiring to all the 
people around Europe. 

Spring Day has become a 
representative tradition in our school 
and we are very proud of it.  We are 
anxiously looking forward for the 
next year’s challenge.
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The Olympic Games

The Olympic Games are the most 
famous of the four great national 
festivals of the ancient Greeks,  the 
other three being the Isthmian Games, 
the Pythian Games and the Nemea 
Games. The ancient Olympic Games 
were celebrated in the summer every 
four years in the sanctuary of the god 
Zeus at Olympia. The history of the 
games dates from 776 BC.

Early in the year of the Games, envoys 
were sent throughout the Greek world 
to invite the city- states to join in 
paying tribute to Zeus. The city-states 
then dispatched groups to vie with 
one another in the splendor of their  
equipment and the proficiency of their 
athletic feats. The competitions were 
open only to honorable men of Greek 
descent.

The order of the events is not precisely 
known, but the first day of the festival 
was devoted to sacrifices. The second 
day began, in all probability, with 
footraces, for which the spectators 
gathered in the stadium, an oblong area 
enclosed by sloping banks of earth. On 
other days wrestling, boxing and the 
pancratium , a combination of the two 
were held. The goal of these sports was 
to throw the antagonist to the ground 
three times. Boxing became more and 
more brutal; at first the fighters wound 
straps of soft leather over their fingers 
as a means of deadening the blows, but 
in later times hard leather, sometimes 
weighted with metal, was used.. In the 
pancratium, the most rigorous of the 
sports, the contest continued until 

one of the participants acknowledged 
defeat.

Horse racing, in which each entrant 
owned his horse, was confined to the 
wealthy but was nevertheless a popular 
attraction. After the horse racing came 
the pentathlon, a series of five events: 
wrestling, discus throwing, javelin 
hurling, long jumping and sprinting.  
The exact sequence of the sports and 
the method used to determine the 
winner are not known. The discus was a 
plate of bronze, probably lens shaped. 
The javelin was hurled with the aid of a 
strap wound about the shaft, producing 
a rotary motion for greater distance 
and accuracy. The jumping event was 
judged  for the distance, not for the 
height. he closing event was a race run 
in armor. The victors were awarded 
crowns of wild olive. Celebrated by 
poets, they often lived for the rest of 
their lives at public expense.

ESSAY

   Ursache Andreea
   CNER X A
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In the last two- three months I 
decided to quit social media. From 
the beginning I realized that I can’t 
give all up them up, because the only 
way I could keep in touch with my 
classmate from Moldova during the 
summer without spending a fortune 
on the phone bill was, unfortunately,  
social media. Also, my parents were 
out of the country on vacation so then 
again I had to use things like facebook 
and twitter, in the end deciding to 
keep using just Skype.

During the summer I had more 
freedom and I was much more relaxed 
than before, so I decided to spend 
my time reading and even going out 
with my friends from time to time. I 
also noticed that I was more placid 
that usual, not only because it was 
the summer holiday, but because I 
wasn’t feeling “chained” to my phone 
anymore. Before all of this I usually 
checked my phone for notifications at 
least once an hour. 

Social Networks

The simple fact that I didn’t have to 
do that anymore helped me to get 
to know myself  better and it was a 
liberating experience.

In spite of all the good aspects it has 
disadvantages as well, because once 
school began I felt a great discomfort. 
The teachers often preferred using 
our class facebook group to post our 
homework, because the information 
would reach us faster that way, so 
every time that happened I had to 
ask a classmate to send me by e-mail 
what the teacher had posted. For 
my colleagues it was easier to get 
homework this way, but for me it was 
much harder.

I realized that social media is 
indispensable for a teenager at the 
time being, not only because it is a 
way to communicate with your friends 
or just spend time on the internet for 
the pleasure of internet surfing, but it 
also has many practical purposes.

   Ecaterina Vlasie
   CNER X A
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The Future Europe

“We live in a world where people are 
interested in their national values 
and other people’s as well. Therefore 
I hope that citizens of Europe 
understand that having common goals 
and being united in order to develop 
different domains of science will be 
more open minded to cooperate with 
the others, to avoid selfishness.”

Mocanu Diana X A CNER

“I believe in communication and I 
hope European people would be more 
united “

Blăjuț Cristin X A CNER

“I think hope European students to 
be interested in learning to avoid 
discrimination, racism, to have 
values.”

Mihai Roxana and Güzel Sara Irem X A CNER

“I believe in a Europe without 
terrorists, without violence. I believe 
in Peace and cooperation between 
people and I hope our Europe will 
have a long peaceful time. I love and 
appreciate European values, European 
culture.”

Dascălu Andrei X A CNER

“I think of a European world where 
people are interested in learning 
more about tolerance and harmony.”

Gribincea Mirabela X A CNER
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“I hope European countries will 
become more united.”

Blăjuț Cristin X A CNER

“I like diversity, I like different cultural 
backgrounds, I like to learn more about 
history of our Europe. I like obtaining 
new information about science, I like 
to share it to the others.”

Ursache Andreea X A CNER

“For a better European world, people 
living in European countries should 
change. They would have to avoid 
hate, discrimination, violence. People 
would have to learn to accept others, 
to become understanding, open-
minded, to love education and Peace 
above all”

Pricop Ana and Ungureanu Daria X A CNER

“I expect  young  European people to 
be interested in achieving their goals 
in learning more about being united, 
more helpful to others”

Tudosi Valentina and Ivașcu Catalina X A 
CNER

“I like an European world where 
people are understanding, open-
minded to others, respecting religion, 
good ideas, being kind to others.

Olaru Andreea X A CNER
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The World Through the Eyes 
of a Teenager

Everyone can agree that the teenage 
years are the most interesting, 
confusing yet beautiful part of our 
lives, a constant challenge of getting to 
know ourselves and the people around 
us.

The world through the eyes of a 
teenager is both a beautiful and a 
terrible place at the same exact time. 
It depends on what goes on around 
you, but also what goes on in your own 
head.

Some days everything is fine, the sun 
shining gives you a great mood and 
nothing seems to be able to bother 
you or stop you from what you’re 
determined to do. These days when 
everything seems to be working in 
your favor are what motivates you to 
keep going when the bad days occur.

Now there are times when everything 
frustrates you, makes you angry and 
even the calmest teenager becomes 
irascible and moody. What makes us, 
the “angsty teens” so angry? you may 
ask. Well, there are a few things that 
make us incredibly mad, and they’re 
not even close to what adults may 
think.

Violence. Bullies. I don’t think I can find 
a respectful way to talk about them. 
Even though most of us understand 
that they do what they do because of 
a trauma they suffered, it obviously 
still makes us question what goes on 
through their head.
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Feeding off of someone else’s pain 
is a concept that most of us cannot 
understand. And honestly, what will 
bullies grow up to be? We’re afraid that 
they might become terrorists. Maybe 
that’s a bit of an exaggeration but 
it’s also a possibility and a very scary 
thought. Terrorism makes us question 
what humanity has come up to. How 
can killing people be a way to solve 
your problems?

Not only the unfair things going on 
around us make us feel negative 
feelings, but also many things that 
are inside our heads. We often think 
we’re not good enough, not strong 
enough, not beautiful enough which 
is obviously not true. What we usually 
see when we look in the mirror is a 
downgraded version of ourselves that 
is not true to the real image.

The little storms that are going on 
inside our brains will result in us 
becoming wiser, innovative people 
which is great. They also determine 
us to be more creative, in an attempt 
to express the mixed feelings and 
thoughts we have on a daily basis.

Through our eyes, the world is a 
wonderfully messed up place and 
we’re trying our best to keep up with it.

   Ioan Alexandra
   Blăjuț Cristin
   CNER X A
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Dear diary,

Ever since I was little you were there 
for me for better and for worse, in the 
moments when I felt like my heart 
would burst from so much happiness, 
but also when I felt like the world 
disappeared from beneath my feat. You 
were my only confidant, the one that I 
shared all of my secrets with, the one 
that would help me get what troubled 
me off of my chest, the one that I knew 
would never judge me no matter what 
choice I made and if it was the right or 
wrong thing to do. You were always

there for me, from the moment I first 
learnt how to write and you witnessed 
all of the chapters in my life, my passing 
from a little child to a to a teenager. 
I could even say that you were a true 
guardian angel and even though you 
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   Vînă Andreea Mădălina
   CNER X A

couldn’t guide me, you were always 
there for me to talk to.

When I began this new chapter of 
my life, the one in which I became a 
adolescent and was no longer a child, 
you were the defender of a secret love 
and more often than not I filled your 
pages with tears made of heavy lead, 
making the words hope for end of the 
heavy rain that came from the delicate 
end of a pen. Now you sit cowered in a 
corner of my closet, mourning for what 
it was and what it could have been 
between us. . No longer do I write to 
you every day, having abandoned you 
some time ago, but now I sit and try 
to remember and revive the moments 
that long ago met their end, filling your 
pages yet again with words of regret…
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Spiritual life

The religious attitude is always based 
on the belief that there exists an all- 
embracing, transcendental, moral law 
and that we human beings are bound 
to submit to its commands. We may 
define religion also as a movement in 
the light of faith in one God and a sense 
of responsibility for the formation of 
thought and belief, for the promotion of 
high principles of human morality for the 
establishment of good relations among 
members of the society.        

Religion plays a decisive role in every 
aspect of our existence, as it remains 
the most important element in character 
developing. Indeed, social scientists 
and historians both agree that church 
services have always had shaped human 
life in powerful ways. As such, religion 
throughout the human history has been 
an effective influence in the human 
behavior and it is also one possible 
way to ask questions like “What is my 
philosophy for living a good life? How 

should I conduct myself in matters of 
morality?”

Not everybody believes in something, 
but we should, because, when people 
have religion in their lives, they reflect on 
what kind of human beings they want to 
be. Religion is a strong force for positive 
growth in life: we live with the feeling 
that, “God is watching everything we do.” 
If we love God and desire to be “good” 
in his eyes, we try the absolute best to 
live up to the highest moral standards 
in all areas of our lives. Faith provides 
new perspectives on life, death, justice, 
humanity, and other Big Questions. 
Even if we don’t necessarily agree with 
them all, it’s helpful to hear those other 
perspectives and try to understand other 
people’s stances. It simultaneously 
makes us feel big and small. We feel small 
when we meditate on the vast sweep of 
human history and what role our little 
traumas play. We feel big when we hear 
the stories of the saints and apostles 
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   Ungureanu Daria
   Todosi Valentina
   CNER X A
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who, like us, were just one person, but 
leveraged their meager skills to do great 
things for humanity.

Religion provides a support for the 
principles of morality like justice, 
honesty, fairness, brotherhood, equality, 
virtuousness, tolerance, sacrifice, help 
to the needy and other kindred virtues. 
These are the virtues without which, 
not only our life will lose its order and 
normalcy but it is very likely to be turned 
into a chaos.

Religion teaches us how to lead a peaceful 
life. It makes us turn away from evil and 
guides us towards good actions that are 
important for us in society. Religion does 
not force us to pray every time, but the 
main thing is to attain humanity between 
people whether they are islamists, 
hinduists or Christians...

Of course, it is possible to acquire moral 

and social qualities without the aid of 
religion. But certainly in the absence of 
firm religious belief, these values appear 
to lose their meaning and become a series 
of mere unbinding recommendations, 
because in such a case they do not 
amount to more than a piece of advice 
from a close friend in respect of which 
we are at full liberty to accept or reject.

Religious faith is, on the one hand, a 
motivating force, and on the other, it 
is a factor which enables man to face 
hardships with courage and saves 
him from the ill effects of failure and 
disappointment.

Yes, we may choose not to believe in God 
on the basis that we don’t have enough 
evidence, but, as Blaize Pascal said, “if 
God does not exist, one loses nothing by 
believing in him anyway, while if he does 
exist, one stands to lose everything by 
not believing.”
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It’s my life

As many of us have experienced, 
entering a Highschool is the first big 
step in our adult life. Some of us may 
already know what carrer they want to 
chose, some may have not. Regardless 
of those two situations, as we grow, 
we develop the ability too see thing 
through, to understand what it takes 
to be something you wish, to be 
realistic. 

The adolescence is seen and marked 
as a constant fight within ourselves: Is 
the way we see things the good one? 
Are we as we should be? Are wee 
good enough? Will we be able to fulfil 
the expectations?

Parents may have a big impact on 
our life choices. Even so, everyone 
has wished - at least once - to live a 
life full fo adventures and thrilling 
experiences. The definition for 
“adventurous” and “thrilling”, as our 
perspective, changed over years. 
At five, and adventurous life can 
only be lived by the braves knight 
from our stories (and that’s what 
we want to be too, of course), while 
thrilling is bettleing with that big, 
red, fire-spitting dragon. What does 
adventurous means now? (What teen 
wouldn’t wish to travel around the 
world and encounter new people?) 
What is thrilling for us, now? (Maybe 
kissing the one person we like? Or 
maybe finishing a class pressentetion 
in front of everyone, withouth any 
bumbleing and spluttering, despite 
our fear of public?). Surely everyone 
has their own explanation, and 
indeed, it must be different from the 

(AND IT’S NOW OR NEVEEEER) 
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   Olariu Irina 
   Olaru Andreea
   CNER X A

one we had in our childhood. But 
before we realise that, adulthood 
comes nearer and nearer everyday. 
Isn’t it scary, how time flies and how 
we find ourselves, inpredictible fast 
and unbelieveable unprepared, in the 
possision of chosing for our life, for 
our career?

Parents want their children to find 
happiness and success in life, which 
includes finding a “dream job”. Being 
young, we are undecided on what we 
want to do with our future. Parents 
have enough experience and they 
can help us to decide in choosing a 
career that fits our needs. They can 
show us the responsibilities of each 
profession, so that we can form an 
idea about what we can do in the 
future. Some parents have fixed, 
obsolescent ideas about what their 
child should do with his life and don’t 
care about his opinion, thinking that 
youth is not a time when you can let 
him decided on his own. And this is 
entirely wrong. If that child follow his 
parents wishes, it is a good possibility 
that he won’t be happy. No one can 
decide in our place. Choosing a career 
is a very important decision that YOU 
have to make.
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As bad as it might seem, adulthood 
does bring responsabilities and hard 
times. But it also brings numerous 
opportunities for making the best of 
our lives. What is important to keep 
in mind is that we will never be ready 
(or at least, not too soon). Yes, we are 
young and yes, we are unexperienced 
- but here is where everything begins. 
If we wait until we are ready, we will 
watch our lives passing by, unlived 

How to choose the right career?
1. Choosing a career can be difficult, 
even if you think you know what you 
want to do with your life. Here are 
some tips that will help you with this 
decision. Think about your hobbies 
- You can easily turn something you 
like to do into a job. For example, if 
you like to play the guitar, consider 
becoming a singer.

2. Think about what you enjoy in 
school - everyone is up to criticize 
the educational system, but not many 
understand how hard it is to change 
it for something better. With all it’s 
downsides, school and teachers 
prepare us to deal with life. It’s our 
choie how we use all the materials 
they gave us. And, don’t forget taht 
being autodidact is an important skill 
that surely will help you in life. 
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and unmarked by memories. How 
do you avoid that? Live! Speak out, 
make friends, argue, take classes you 
don’t need and discover something 
beautiful in yourself: your passion. 
Then follow it, work for it, study for it, 
learn. And do not limitate yourself at 
one single thing. You can never know 
when all this knowleadge will be 
needed, nor where will it take you.

3.  Explore yourself - How we see 
ourselves is different from what 
others see us, and maybe none of 
those two are right. We have to be 
aware of our abilities and our flows 
(but we should never let the last 
ones to stay in the way of our goals). 
Keeping a notebook with our thoughts 
can help both in expressing ourselves 
and understanding how we feel about 
certain situations. 

4. Ask for help - Sometimes, it’s hard 
to figure out what we are good at. 
Ask a parent, a friend or a teacher for 
advice. Their response may help you. 

Take advantage of your opportunities, 
be brave and follow your own path. 
Then, when the time comes, you will 
be able to make decisions for yourself, 
and know for sure that it’s the best!
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The Qualities of a Good Leader

It’s a well-known thing that not 
everybody has the right attributes for 
being a good leader. There are certain 
qualities which some people have 
that help them get their message 
across more clearly.

One of the most important qualities 
a good leader must have is self-
motivation. It is a key life skill and 
something that everybody interested 
in personal development should 
think carefully about. It also is a key 
part of emotional intelligence. As 
long as somebody is motivated to do 
something themselves, the people 
around them will start feeling the 
same way and do their work more 
effectively.

A leader must also be a very confident 
person. Self-confidence is extremely 
important in almost every aspect 
of our lives, yet so many people 
struggle to find it. From the confident 
doctors, whose advice we rely on, 
to the charisma and confidence of a 
public speaker, confident people have 
qualities that everyone admires. As 
a leader, the lack of self-confidence 
means a higher probability of failure. 
If you don’t think very high of yourself 
neither will others, therefore they 
won’t be willing to do what they’re 
told.

Optimism and positivity are traits that 
most people don’t tend to associate 
with their leaders, as many of them 
lack these two essential qualities. 
Somebody who is positive will be 
better perceived than someone who 
gives off a negative vibe, as both 
positive and negative feelings can 
very easily influence the mood of the 
people around you. 

Another very important quality any 
good leader should have is passion for 
what they’re doing. Making somebody 
who doesn’t like such a position a 
leader is a mistake, even if they have 
all of the other traits that I previously 
mentioned, purely because if they’re 
not passionate about it, they won’t 
put their whole potential in it.

A leader should also be very respectful 
with themselves and everybody 
around them. Somebody who doesn’t 
respect themselves can’t really be 
appreciated by the people who 
surround them. Also, to gain respect 
you should also show it to everybody 
else. A leader who is respectful can 
keep their team harmonious.

If you aspire to become a good 
leader and don’t really have all of the 
qualities I mentioned, don’t worry. All 
of them can be developed or improved 
over time.
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   Ioan  Alexandra
   Pricop Ana
   CNER X A
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Leaders don’t 
create followers, 
they create more 

leaders.
Tom Peters
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“Happiness consists of living each 
day as if it were the first day of your 
honeymoon and the last day of your 
vacation.” – Leo Tolstoy

Surely, all of us know the concept of 
„happiness”, but nobody can give 
a definition, despite the fact that 
we know when we are happy or not 
and what we are searching when we 
dream about happiness. In essence, 
everyone is submissive to the natural 
development, and happiness is a part 
of our definition as a person.  

In my opinion, we find happiness 
in anything that gives us a reason 
to smile. Happiness is the state of 
mind we have when we are fulfilled, 
accomplished, whole.

We are daily surrounded by happiness 
but we are still looking for it each 
and every  moment. Let’s stop this 
frantic search and look inside us and 
in those around us. Who are we? What 
goals do we have? Why do we smile? 
What makes us happy? If we would 
try to answer, would we be grateful 
for what we’ve been saying, or we 
would search deeper in ourselves? 
Are we really happy? The opinions 
are divided, some of us would say yes, 
and others would say no.

If yes, which is the reason for our 
happiness? The smile of the beloved 
one, a sincere hug, a promotion, a 
new car, a happy trip, a good mark, 
a meal with your family? Happiness 
is spiritual and material. Spiritual 
happiness is the one that keeps us 
alive, it gives us hope and wings to 

fly. Material happiness is pre carious, 
it is about quantity not quality, about 
beauty not goodness, about greatness 
not spiritual reconciliation. It would 
not be fair on my part to say that true 
happiness is the spiritual one, and the 
material one is encased in falsehood. 
We know both and we combine them 
to give us memories and emotions. If 
we know how to do it, it will be good. 

If no, we say we are not happy, are 
we right? Everyone is or was happy! 
Unhappy people are those who 
refuse. At least once in our life we felt 
how the pulse rate increases,our heart 
skips a beat and everything smiles. So 
then we were happy, happiest.

Don’t blame someone else for your 
unhappiness and self-worth. Only 
you can be responsible for that. If 
you cannot  love and respect yourself, 
nobody will be able to do that. Accept 
who you are: the good and the bad 
things,  and make changes as you see 
fit, not because you think someone 
else whants you to be different.

In conclusion, being happy doesn’t 
mean everything is perfect. It means 
you have decided to look beyond the 
imperfections.”

     Time of happiness
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   Gribincea Mirabela
   CNER X A
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In my opinion education and the 
educational system could be classified 
as one of the most important things 
in the modern society. Because, as 
we know ,indifferent the age people 
never stop learning  and that means 
we need to have at our disposal valid 
sources of information and a working 
open minded system. In the future 
of Europe we need to make this 
sources more common and improve 
the educational system by making it 
adaptable to the person and not to be 
standardized for everyone, because 
as we see, the system as it is doesn’t 
suit everybody. You can’t rate a fish by 
his ability to fly because it will think 
all it’s life that he is stupid without 
knowing that the system wasn’t made 
for a someone with his abilities.
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Education
   Teodor Mihai Zaharia
   CNER X A
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“Let’s go kids, let’s close the puppet 
box because the performance is over.” 
the puppeteer told the children that 
had remained around him, with their 
eyes focused on the improvised stage, 
not bigger than a chest. The puppets 
were all of the sudden silent: their 
bodies, so full of life a few minutes 
before, were petrified, obediently 
waiting to be put in their padlock-
closed box and to be transported to 
the next town square, where they 
would have come alive again.                            

A group of loquacious women 
approached, and every mother took 
her child’s hand, heading to the 
silk stores on Liberty Boulevard or 
to their piano lesson with Mr. Park, 
whose gnarled fingers resembled 
the branches of the walnut from the 
garden, precisely tickled the ivories 
of the grand piano. The puppeteer 
started  to disassemble the small 
stage, which, possessing a magical 
mechanism, turned into a small box- 
as the entire puppet universe would  
have compressed until it could have 
been put in a pocket.                                        

Out of the crowd of children, united for 
some minutes under the spell of the 
game and of the figurines, only one 
little boy, that couldn’t take his eyes 
off the mysterious instruments that 
gave life to the puppets, remained. 

The puppeteer took his wooden 
box and left the square, heading to 
another town with another children 
to bring joy to. He smiled at the little 
boy, who watched him trailing off.

The cold February night was setting 
over the streets and street lamps. On 
the stone tiles, the sound of the steps 
was slowly ceasing. The shadows 
of the houses started to turn into 
amorphous monsters, and the call of 
the crows started to reverberate in the 
rumble of the wind. Such frightening 
dimensions the night could have 
turned into for the little boy, that had 
been, not so much ago, astonished by 
the puppet show. He laid on some cold 
stone stairs, in front of a house. He 
was lucky that night: he had found a 
match box with three matches inside. 
He set one of them on fire, so he could 
keep his little hands warm. A thought 
passed through his impoverished 
head: what if  he could have kept his 
eyes open, without blinking, and he 
could have stood stillfor so long that 
he would have turned into a puppet? 
So he could have travelled with his 
mates puppets in a wooden box? He 
fell asleep on the cold stone stairs, 
watching the flame of the match 
slowly dying, swayed by the fairy-
tales of the universe he kept in his 
pocket.”

     The Puppet show
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The Pursuit of Happyness

 If we have seen the emotional movie 
that came out on December 2006 or at 
least heard about it we must know that 
is based on a real, true but sad story. 
The biographical drama film is directed 
by Gabriele Muccino who brought to the 
big screen a lot of moving films such as 
“Seven Pounds”,”Fathers and Daughters” 
or “Remember me”. He transmits a life 
lesson through each of those films along 
with “The Pursuit of Happyness”.

The main character played by Will Smith 
, illustrates Chris Garden , a salesman 
from San Francisco who was struggling 
to make a bright future for his 5-years-
old son (Jaden Smith)  and his wife. He 
bought portable bone density scanners 
which were better than standard X-rays. 
The business doesn’t go as planed and 
the money become a worry for him. The 
financial problems start to destroy his 
marriage and soon his wife leaves him. 
That’s where it may seem that hell broke 
for Chris but he will have to endure more 
than that to feel happy again. Being with 
his son gave him more strength to fight for 

that happiness and for that colored future.

Trying hard to sell his scanners he meets 
Jay Twistle, a manager for Dean Witter 
Reynolds who gets impressed by Chris’s 
abilities of solving a Rubick’s Cube during 
a taxi ride. The new relationship with 
Jay gives Chris the chance to become a 
stockbroker by going to an interview. Here 
start the numerous obstacles that get on 
his way to happiness, but looking at his 
little boy he gets over the night in arrest, 
the interview when he comes dressed 
as a dustman which he passed as, the 
stole scanner, the terrible nights spent 
in homeless shelters or in the bathroom 
of a train station with his son. He had so 
much faith and courage to spend months 
working without getting paid and with 
such small chances of getting hired .

The end of the movie shows that happiness 
is a hard thing to reach and it takes time, 
patience, hard work and sweat. This way 
you will know to value everything you 
have accomplished in your life..

   Simon Diana
   CNER X A
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WALL-E

Pixar is known for making very 
emotional movies which hit you 
directly in the heart , with subjects 
that are nice to children but can 
deliver very deep messeges to the 
older audience.  

WALL-E is the last surviving robot of a 
failed program meant to clean up after 
people’s bad habits( Waste Allocation 
Load Lifter Earth-Class). WALL-E 
learns about feelings from a musical 
movie that was left behind and spends 
his time creating buildings from  
compacted trash—totems that give 
expression to his hunger for purpose 
(he continues to do what he was 
created for ). The robot’s loneliness 
is palpable not only in those soulful 
eyes, one of which he has to replace 
after it incurs great injury, but in his 
need to clean and assemble,  hoping 
that one day someone might notice 
that WALL-E was there .

The movie starts in a positive note 
because of the rhythmic music on 
the background , but the music is in 
total contrariety with the images we 
see : an apocaliptical future world , 
full of mountains and mountains of 
trash . That is the first warning signal 
to humanity . All those ads with “Buy 
n Large “ suggest that we brought 
ourselfs in that situattion  because 
of our greed and unawareness .If we 
don’t try to decrease pollution we 
will inevitable destroy Earth. Also 
an even bigger warning is about 
how techonology can separate us 
spiritually even if it brings us closer 
on a more superficial way .

But this movie does not only talk 
about evironment but also about 
connections . The plot actually starts 
when EVE ,a reconnaissance robot, is 
sent to Earth to find proof that life 
is once again sustainable.WALL-E 

FILM
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   Mihai Roxana
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falls in love with her. WALL-E rescues 
EVE from a dust storm and shows 
her a living plant he found amongst 
the rubble. EVE takes the plant and 
automatically enters a deactivated 
state. WALL-E, doesn’t understand 
what has happened to his new friend, 
but, due to his love, he protects her 
from wind, rain, and lightning, even as 
she is unresponsive. That is an example 
of true love , and in comparison to 
what the humans have come to be , as 
we’ll see later in the movie , it shows 
how low the man kind has fallen . 
One day a massive ship comes to 
reclaim EVE, but WALL-E still doesn’t 
give up on EVE, so he hitches a ride 
on the out side of the ship to rescue 
her. The ship arrives back at a large 
space cruise ship, which is carrying all 
of the humans who evacuated Earth 
700 years earlier. What follows is an 
adventure onboard the Axiom, where 
people move on hovering chairs and 
get liquid food which they suck up 

through a straw and only talk with 
eachother via videochat even if they 
are 1 meter away. Due to laziness, 
they have become so fat that they are 
unable to move.

I won’t give all the details in the movie 
, but i want to mention that there is 
one more lesson to learn from it . We 
can improve . We are not defined only 
by our bad habits or our occasional 
laziness . The lead character not only 
proves that our curiosity is limitless , 
but also that we will always fight for 
what we want and for the things we 
belive in.

Pixar is also known for it’s happy 
endings . “WALL-E” ends with people 
starting to apply the new earned 
knowledge to repopulate the Earth . 
As about the story of the two robots , 
EVE will realise that she loves WALL-E 
too, saves him and  everything comes 
out peacefull at last .  
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The Emperor’s Club

The movie presents a story that tells 
of cheating, integrity, deception, 
disappointment, confrontation and 
character.  It is the story of William 
Hundert, an assistant headmaster 
and a passionate classics professor 
at a private boys’ school, and 
Sedgewick Bell, a troubled student 
that is also the son of a senator. From 
the moment Sedgewick sets foot in 
William’s classroom, the professor’s 
life will forever be altered. They will 
pass through a difficult time at first 
because of Sedgewick’s talent of 
starting trouble and his refusal to 
study, but the boy will soon correct his 
path, not so much because of Hundert, 
but because of his father and his 
dire threats. He keeps improving, so 
much so as at the final written exams 
Bell finishes fourth. Based on these 
exams the top three students would 
participate in a contest that would 
declare at the end the next Julius 
Caesar of the school, but Hundert 
decides to reward him by fixing his 
grade and making him one of the 
finalist. And so the boy competes in 
the contest and cheats, fact that is 
seen by Hundert, who finds a silent 

and tactful way to force him to lose.

Years later when Sedgewick is a rich 
man and wants to run for senator, 
he will give an enormous donation 
to St. Benedictus with the condition 
that there be a re-run of the original 
Mr. Julius Caesar contest. One would 
think that that would be his chance 
to redeem himself, but yet again he 
decides to cheat and as before, he 
is discovered by no other that his 
old classics professor. Next comes 
the scene that I find to be the most 
emotional and powerful of them 
all because the teacher and the 
once upon a time student confront, 
moment in which Hundert admits 
his mistakes and tells Sedgewick 
that he failed him. The professor 
feels disappointed, but that feeling 
is ended with the knowledge that 
he hadn’t failed his other students, 
knowledge that comes with seeing his 
old students the next morning as they 
present various mementos of their 
time under his tutelage at a surprise 
breakfast thrown in his honor. The 
movie ends with Hundert returning to 
St. Benedict’s to teach a new class.

   Leuciuc Maria
   CNER X A
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Barrio

Photo: Olariu Irina

“Barrio“is a Spanish movie directed 
by Fernando León de Aranoa who was 
born in May 1968 and has a degree 
in Science from the Complutense 
University of Madrid.

“Barrio” is a tragic-comedy, which won 
the Goya Award for the best director 
and best original screenplay that 
criticizes adolescence in a humble 
neighborhood.

The structure of the film is simple, 
alternating a type of scene, usually 
very short, almost a subsection, 
exciting in image and soundtrack. 
For great clarity, the movie opens 
and closes with a sequence of the 

classic spectacle of tightrope goat and 
gypsies. The construction runs the 
story of three teenagers: Javi, Manu 
and Rai in a suburb of Madrid, marked 
by what becomes the leitmotiv of 
the movie. The neighborhood and 
therefore the narrative path does not 
open them to the world but closes on 
them with the same confidence and 
simplicity that a boa constrictor uses to 
capture its prey. This characteristic, the 
vital closing, is crucial for the action 
of the movie, up to the point where it 
uses external elements like television 
and the conversations between them 
regarding the world (it is somehow 
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similar to that failure created today 
between technologically developed 
countries and the developing world). 

Where there is no output there is no 
knowledge. This is a great finding 
that is implicit in the movie because 
without knowledge there is no opening 
to the world and to themselves/to 
ourselves. Some  things are not that 
visible, so that the one that watches 
the movie is allowed to discover 
them on its own, just like the main 
characters can discover through the 
action main character features.

It is not said explicitly how the movie 
is done but it fulfills a golden rule of 
the artistic representation: the art 
does not say, art shows.

There is only one element among the 
boys which can develop positively: 
the friendship, which, unfortunately, 
is, or will be. The movie does not go 
as far back in time - threatened by the 
same general situation of non-output. 
The fourth character, the sister of 
Manu, is an element that supports the 
action of the movie although her life 
is not so troubled as the one of the 
boys.

The four of them (Manu, Javi, Rai and 
Suzi) are defined without a concession 
just like today it is easy to get lost 
in scenes-type when speaking of 
marginalization.

It is the age when hormones take 
control, the age when we become 
aware of this life, when they become 
aware of their miserable life.  Is 
the time for school, girls, the first 
acne, the first drunkenness, the first 
frustrations, the  punches. But it is 
also the age of innocence, the age 

at which we begin to pay the tribute 
of a life that we did not choose, that 
was given to us and that we have no 
choice but to accept.

At the same time the movie portraits 
these three young characters without 
money, without love and without 
family, within a cluster of painful 
misfortunes, for example when Javi’s 
parents get divorced or when Manu 
discovers that his brother is not a 
businessman in reality but a drug 
addict or when Rai is captured by the 
police. 

And there is a glorious moment, the 
appearance of the ghost (a myth of the 
phantasm of the three adolescents 
which in a critical moment, takes 
shape in the movie, literally, stands 
on its feet with all his strength) while 
the rest of the movie is no longer to 
achieve this excellence. 

It could have had a shocking ending, 
but the destiny of the main character 
was already decided as a consequence 
of his own actions, he is punished 
through a subtle death.

In the world that we are portrayed 
very few survive and most are 
condemned to die or to become like 
the parents these adolescents will be 
in the future.

     Adolescence is the period of time 
in a person’s life when they are 
developing into an adult.  Youths 
will still believe that they discovered 
music, drugs, and sex. They will 
still grieve for the death of their 
childhood in order to be reborn as 
adults, sometimes destructively 
and disquietingly and sometimes 
inventively and inspiringly.
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I believe that music truly is a way of 
expressing yourself. Arts represent 
one of the most beautiful hobby 
cathegories. Music is known to help 
you improve yourself and even 
concentrate, which is way many 
people listen to it while studying; 
it helps an individual to enrich his 
knowledge, it is a sign of culture and 
education. I personaly enjoy singing. 
When I’m singing-that’s when I feel 
like I can express my feelings, it makes 
me really happy at the and because 
it’s something I enjoy. It has become 
a big part of me for the last years, I 
wouldn’t want to imagine myself not 
singing, or not listening to music.

It helps me relax and gather my 
thoughts. It also became a habit-I 

sometimes find myself singing 
without noticing. I believe that it’s 
very important to find something you 
enjoy doing- something that makes 
you happy, because sometimes you 
may need a break from your daily 
basis.

My passion for music
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Passion for the piano

I began playing at 5 and now am 17, 
and I don’t have any regrets about 
it. I play heavy romantic music, long 
winding music. It is, indeed a part of 
me. It’s like an arm, or a leg. I would 
be very much useless without it. I was 
a lonely girl, and the piano... is who 
I tell my secrets to, it’s where I pour 
my soul, it’s where I can exist and be 
the purest form of my being. I become 
in a sense, nothing, and everything. I 
vanish, and become almost a spirit 
playing. 

And thus it ceases to be playing, it’s 
just music. I love every type of art. 
I’m always confused, sad and lonely, 
but going to the piano- there are all 

   Cebotar Mihaela
   CNER X A

the answers, or rather- no questions 
nor answers... everything suddenly 
becomes clear in a blend of sound. 
Energy, pure energy. Why do I love 
playing? Because I’ve never felt more 
joy than playing, for myself and for 
others.
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Passion for Football

Everybody has a passion and like 
everyone else so do I. Now I will tell 
you what my passion is and why I it is 
important to me.

One of my passions is football; for me, 
it’s more than a complicated sport. 
It’s a game based on cooperation 
between the members of a team. It 
means a lot of efforts, but also a lot of 
entertainment.

Football is one of the things that 
helped me a lot in making new friends, 
because it’s easier to interact with 
people when you’re playing a game 
than you’re simply talking to them. In 
a game you can show your qualities, 
but also your weaknesses. 

I met my best friend some years ago 
when we were playing football. We 
are very passionate about this sport 
and everyone can see it especially 
since we sometimes play football for 5 
hours without stopping. It was actually 
how we formed our friendship, an 
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   Onofrei Tudor
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unbreakable bond being formed that 
day.

Football means well-being. Being a 
sport, football has great benefits for 
your mental health as well. During 
a game, you run, crouch, shout and 
nobody can stop you if you have the 
ball… excepting the opposite team 
... You become faster and faster with 
every match that you play, your 
resistance growing and the stress 
disappearing as your mind focuses 
on one task, that being to score. After 
some weeks of practicing, you will 
see that you feel better than the rest 
of the time; you will be more active 
and more relaxed. 

Nowadays, children don’t play football 
so much and that makes me sad. You 
can play football instead of a video 
game. It’s healthier and you can make 
new friends. Just give a chance to this 
sport because it can change your life. 
Who knows?
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Passion for Music: Guitar

I don’t think there’s anything I’m 
more passionate about than music. It 
always had such a big impact on me 
and I think it always will.

That’s why I picked up a guitar when 
I was 15. I’ve had it lying around my 
house for years before that but I never 
managed to get myself motivated to 
start playing until then. The reason 
I decided to give it a try was my 
admiration for the guitarists of my 
favorite bands and for the complex 
guitar riffs they played that always 
managed to give me goosebumps. I 
wanted to be able to do what they did 
so I signed up for some classes, which 
I later gave up on because I learnt a 
lot faster on my own.

   Ioan Alexandra
   CNER X A

Another band that had a huge 
influence on me is the reason I bought 
and ukulele last summer. I first thought 
it sounded so cute and positive (and 
looked adorable, too), which wasn’t 
exactly my style. I’ve always loved 
music that had a creepy vibe and 
minor chords, so I challenged myself 
to get out of my comfort zone and 
play the ukulele. I soon discovered 
that it can also emit these sinister, 
almost dissonant sounds that I fell in 
love with.

I plan on learning how to play the bass 
and drums soon and I hope I never 
lose motivation to play instruments, 
because it helps me express myself 
and grow as a person.
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Passion for English
   Leuciuc Maria
   CNER X A

Passion is such a strong word. It can 
express a very powerful feeling, like 
love, hate, anger and many others, but 
it can also mean an interest or wish 
for doing something. So you could 
say that I’m passionate not only about 
one thing, I’m passionate about life 
and everything that it represents. The 
English language has a very important 
place in my heart and I came across it 
when I was in kindergarten. At first 
there were only the lessons in class, 
the words for animals and furniture, 
counting down the seconds with my 

father as we waited for the food to be 
heated, the movies I asked my mom to 
watch with me, and then, the books, 
so many books. In spite of all this, I 
didn’t really love English. It was just 
something enjoyed in school and I 
began to truly be passionate about it 
when I was in the fifth grade because 
of my teacher. She pushed us to go 
further, to learn more, so one could say 
that she is in some way responsible 
for who I am today and my dedication 
to this language.
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Passion for Computer Science 
   Vlad Anghelus
   CNER X A

My passion for Computer Science 
began when I was a 9th grader and 
had the first contact with CodeBlocks 
and with C++ language. I was amazed 
by the multitude of problems that 
I could solve just writing an simple 
algorithm. So I started to work a little 
more because everything was new 
and I wanted to understand how 
programming works and I started to 
dedicate more time to this. Now I am 
decided to continue this road and 
become a software developer at an 
International Company.

”With any part you play, there is 
certain amount of yourself in it.  There 
has to be, otherwise it’s just not acting. 
It’s lying”. This quote by Johnny Depp 
it’s the one that I think represent 
my passion for theater. I’ve chosen 
to play on a stage because I wanted 
to become at least for a moment 
someone else but not completly.  
What I like about theater is that I can 

bring to life a character, but he will be 
deep inside like me. I can express my 
feelings in a different way and this is 
so exciting.

”I eat football, I sleep football, I 
breathe football. I am not mad, I am 
just passionate”. For Thierry Henry 
who sad this and also for me, football 
is not just a sport, it is a style of life. I 
am now playing football at an amateur 
team in Romania, but I hope that one 
day I could turn into a pro and get to 
play at least in ”Liga 1” at my favourite 
team – Steaua București. I have to say 
that it doesn’t matter how hard the 
traing is , how tired I am after a day 
with both school and traing because I 
like what I do, and I am doing this with 
all my heart. I could say that I was 
born with football in my heart and 
I could not see me without playing, 
even if I’ll have to do it on a stadium in 
front of thousands of people or with 
my friends in a forgotten schoolyard.
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Passion for Basketball
   Andrei Inculet
   CNER X A

One of my passions is basketball. A 
basketball game takes place between 
two teams of 5 players. The goal of 
each team is to prevent other team to 
score. The team who scores the most 
points at the end time will be the 
winner of that game.

It’s fairly popular in the US, and its 
athletes are extremely polarizing and 
recognizable because it’s the one 
sport where an athlete’s face is always 
exposed, not covered up by a football 
helmet, baseball cap or hockey mask.

Basketball is by far my favorite 
sport in the world. I started playing 
basketball because my mother said 
I should become taller, and now I am 

the second tallest boy in the class. A 
basketball court is where I feel most 
comfortable, and place where I know 
will never be stress, the place where I 
should help my team and teammates. 
Another trait what attracted me to 
basketball is teamwork, because not 
all sports benefit from this advantage. 
When I play basketball, I feel great, 
even though I’m not the best of 
players.

As I said earlier, basketball court it’s 
the one place on the earth where I 
am in my element and I hope to have 
opportunity to play basketball all my 
life.
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I watch him from afar.  He looks lost and 
so tired. His delicate face with features 
that are at place in any fairy tale is 
bathed in the silvery moonlight.  His 
eyes have a dreamy look about them, 
like they don’t see what it’s in front of 
him but what it’s in another world, like 
they contemplate everything around 
him, in this world and in any other. 
I hear a heavy sigh and watch as his 
eyes look down to the ground, and so I 
realize that he bears a terrible burden 
on his shoulders, one that I cannot 
even begin to understand.

I study for a few more minutes and 
I notice that his delicate hands are 
shaking, probably from the many cups 
of coffee that he drank so he could 
give birth to yet another masterpiece. 
A greenish vein on his forehead pulses 
with so much strength that I begin to 
feel frightened. Suddenly, I see as his 
face brightens at the sight of his lover. 
He transforms in front of my eyes in a 
a totally different person.

Their lips come together in a statement 
of their innocent love, giving birth to 
a new person whose soul was divided 
in two bodies, and now it finally 
becomes one.

Writer’s portrait
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To dream the impossible dream

First of all, to reach that impossible 
dream, to make it a reality not just 
something you think about, you have 
to want to become better, to improve 
yourself, not drift away from your 
goals and make them a fool’s dream. 
Those who don’t really want to change 
their lives for the better, that don’t 
want to achieve something that would 
make them proud of themselves will 
eventually drift away from the path 
to greatness. Only those who dare to 
dream, those that have the courage 
to take the “reins” of their life, to rule 
it not let themselves be ruled will 
sooner or later fulfill their goals. 

Guided by the Romanian saying 
“no pain, no gain”, people should 
be brave enough to get out of their 
comfort zone in order to try things 
that they hadn’t before. Diversity 
and spontaneity represent the key 

to success, key that can open many 
doors that lead to a better future, one 
that is filled with wonderful things.

To want to do something is to take 
a step forward, but actually doing it 
takes you to a whole new level.

There are so many examples of 
people who started from the bottom 
and worked their way up, ending 
where nobody ever imagined that 
they could. We ask ourselves what is 
these people’s key to success. Well 
it is the fact that they never stopped 
dreaming, that they always hoped for 
a better future and that they tried to 
make it so with every chance they 
got. Last but not least and the most 
important of them all is to see your 
dream come true, to know that you 
did this. That represents absolute 
happiness.
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